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the developmental disabilities assistance and bill of rights act (dda) and the americans with
disabilities act (ada) provide state-of-the-art protections for people with developmental disabilities.
the 1999 update to the americans with disabilities act (ada) is being used to create a blueprint to
help establish additional safeguards to ensure an individual with a developmental disability is
protected and able to live an independent life. support for doe's overall integrated research,
development and deployment (ir&d) budget request of $6.7 billion, the largest ever request, was
solid, although below initial projections. house appropriations committee chairman john murtha (d-
pennsylvania) said the senate is looking to provide a "very strong" overall budget increase for 2002.
as health care continues to change with the advent of managed care, the ways nursing staffs
interface with the health care industry are also changing. given the ever changing and complex
health care industry, nurse administrators in health care settings are faced with a myriad of decision
making challenges. these challenges manifest themselves in the form of reform, policy, strategic
planning, and various innovations. new york governor george pataki announced thursday that the
city is to become the first in the nation to allow the telephone and wireless telephone companies to
provide regional cell phone service to commercial manhattan office buildings. the executive order by
governor pataki directs state agencies to review the current regulatory structure for federal
communications services and issue a report on how state law, if any, can be amended to allow the
major carriers to sell regional phone service in the state.
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the study provided a case study of strategic decisions in the organisation and identified seven key
value drivers for sales growth rate, operating profit margin, cash tax rate, fixed capital needs,

working capital needs, planning period, and cost of capital. the selection of an appropriate planning
period is vital for generating future cash flows based on short term and long term perspective. the

estimation of the planning period can be explained in terms of five forces identified by michael
porter. the planning period needs to be explained in the context of potential entrants, possibility of
substitute products, relative power of suppliers and buyers and by the degree of competitive rivalry
within the industry in which it exists. for example, in the context of planning period, the company
may incorporate the threat of new entrant in the market within a five-year period as the present
barriers to entry act as a competitive advantage for the company. organizations which focus on

relative performance creates the most value. the strategic value analysis approach must have a long
planning period aimed at creating good sales potential and free cash flow. a departure from

traditional strategic analysis, which is typically an internal analysis, is the use of external analysis.
the question in the narrative about staying awake to the demands of the customer often prompts the
reader to look at the customer and its activities. the value of such a strategic approach, however, is

not limited to this particular research question. the decision to look at the customer is the most
important decision in the research project. it allows the researcher to identify the question about the

selection of a strategic planning period that he or she is after. the main questions are: who is the
strategic customer? what is the current, and what are the future, strategic position of the strategic
customer? why does the strategic customer need what it needs? why does the strategic customer

select this supplier as against those available? does this selection effect the supplier? how strategic
is the supplier? what is the role of the supplier in this scenario? 5ec8ef588b
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